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												Toggle Navigation	Candle Making Supplies	Candle WaxCosy Owl sources only the highest quality premium candle wax to ensure our products provide you with the perfect reliable materials to make your ideal candle. There are a variety of different types of waxes from which candles can be made. These varieties stem from two main sources, natural and mineral, and both comprise of many different qualities and facets. Wholesale candle wax volumes are available with 800g, 5kg, 10kg and 25kg weights available. Different types of wax Natural waxes, such as vegetable wax and soy wax, have a light and creamy colour to them whilst producing a slight plant-like fragrance when burnt. Made from natural oils, such as those from the rapeseed plant and the soya bean, these waxes are a sustainable alternative to more popular paraffin waxes as they are 100% natural in origin. Soy wax is a particularly popular natural wax as its’ scent throw is far stronger than rapeseed waxes and is far less likely to trigger allergies than other forms of wax. Mineral waxes, of which paraffin is the most widely used, are made from petroleum and benefit from a very clean, odourless burn when in its purest state. White in colour and very easy…
	Candle WicksHere at The Cosy Owl we provide a selection of wicks to suit your candle making needs, from individual 120mm wicks, fitted with wick sustainers (also known as Tabs), to those that can be customised to a size of your preference. All of our wicks are made by renowned wick producers, including one of the most popular producers ‘Wedo’ and every one of them is designed to deliver a clean, bright flame when lit. The Cosy Owl’s wick selection includes the rigid, spun cotton LX variety, ideal for paraffin wax; the flat cotton-paper TCR wick, perfect for soy or vegetable wax, as well as the paper ECO wick which burns cleanly in both varieties of wax. Each type of wick can be purchased in either its raw form or attached with wick sustainers. For those wishing to customise their own wick length and candle size, we also provide a selection of separate wick sustainers to keep your candle’s wick stable and secure.
	Candle DyesOur wide range of candle dyes are sourced from one of the leading candle dye manufacturers in Europe. Bekro are a high quality, German based supplier which produces a staggering variety of colours and hues for you to choose from. Bekro’s highly concentrated dye flakes are easy to work with, do not alter the burn or scent of a candle and are the perfect way to add a vibrant lift to your candles. All Bekro’s beautifully vibrant colours are designed to work in all types of wax, whether natural or mineral, and only a small amount is needed to provide you with the vivid colour you want.
	Mica Powder & GlitterOur broad range of Mica Powders and Glitters in various shades gives you countless creative possibilities.  The concentration of colour and shimmer given off by these ‘magic’ powders are greatly dependent on the volume you add. More powder equals more colour brilliance! Mica is a silicate mineral that comprises most of the Earth’s crust, and Mica Powder is the product of the ground mineral. This means that Mica Powder is a natural and non-toxic product. Glitter is a mixture of reflective, microscopic particles that come in an extensive variety of shape, colour and size. Glitter particles reflect and mirror light at different angles, resulting in a shimmered and shiny surface. This product is best used in wax melts, if used in candles it can clog up the wick!
	Fragrance OilsThe scent of a candle is just as important as its light. With the power to unlock fond memories from the past or set the mood for a certain occasion or time of year, fragrances are a fundamental part of what makes us who we are. Our large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources, allow you to combine the warm glow of a flickering candle with the fresh scent of spring, the warming fragrance of autumn or the magical aroma of a winter’s night. The condensed nature of the oils means that a small amount will go a very long way and you can tailor the amount you need to your preference of fragrance strength. All our fragrances can easily be combined with any type of wax and none of them will hinder the burn of the candle whilst still providing you with the scent you want.
	Essential OilsAn essential oil does it all, from gorgeous fragrance to aromatherapeutic healing. The key to using essential oils is to identify your area of need and find an oil suitable to help you with that need. Our wide range of essential oils can be used individually, targeting specific areas of your physical and mental health. Or use them together creating a stunning blend targeting multiple areas all at once while also building a sensational fragrance medley. The condensed nature of the oils means a small amount will go a long way, allowing you to layer fragrances. All our essential oils mix easily with wax, soap bases and augeo oils without hindering the initial purpose if the product. A carrier oil dilutes an essential oil, allowing you to harvest the healing properties of the essential oil through massage and aromatherapy without harming your skin. All our oils should be stored in a cool, dark places to prevent oxidation.
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	FragranceThe scent of a candle is just as important as its light. With the power to unlock fond memories from the past or set the mood for a certain occasion or time of year, fragrances are a fundamental part of what makes us who we are. Our large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources, allow you to combine the warm glow of a flickering candle with the fresh scent of spring, the warming fragrance of autumn or the magical aroma of a winter’s night. The condensed nature of the oils means that a small amount will go a very long way and you can tailor the amount you need to your preference of fragrance strength. All our fragrances can easily be combined with any type of wax and none of them will hinder the burn of the candle whilst still providing you with the scent you want.	Fragrance OilsOur large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources, allow you to combine the warm glow of a flickering candle with the fresh scent of spring, the warming fragrance of autumn or the magical aroma of a winter’s night. The condensed nature of the oils means that a small amount will go a very long way and you can tailor the amount you need to your preference of fragrance strength. All our fragrances are vegan-friendly, cruelty-free and paraben-free. Our fragrance oils can be used for a range of different crafting purposes including Candles, Wax Melts, Reed Diffusers, Room Sprays, and other home fragrance products. Our fragrances oils are also suitable for Soap Making, Bath Bombs, Cosmetics, and other Bath & Beauty products. Each of our fragrances are available in 6 sizes – 10ml, 50ml, 100ml, 250ml, 500ml and 1litre Bottles.
	Essential OilsAn essential oil does it all, from gorgeous fragrance to aromatherapeutic healing. The key to using essential oils is to identify your area of need and find an oil suitable to help you with that need. Our wide range of essential oils can be used individually, targeting specific areas of your physical and mental health. Or use them together creating a stunning blend targeting multiple areas all at once while also building a sensational fragrance medley. The condensed nature of the oils means a small amount will go a long way, allowing you to layer fragrances. All our essential oils mix easily with wax, soap bases and augeo oils without hindering the initial purpose if the product. A carrier oil dilutes an essential oil, allowing you to harvest the healing properties of the essential oil through massage and aromatherapy without harming your skin. All our oils should be stored in a cool, dark places to prevent oxidation.
	Fragrance Oil SetsNot sure which fragrance oil scent is right for you? Our Fragrance Oil sets are the perfect way to test out our best-selling fragrance oils. Each Set Includes 5x 10ml Fragrance Oils.


	WaxCosy Owl sources only the highest quality premium candle wax to ensure our products provide you with the perfect reliable materials to make your ideal candle. There are a variety of different types of waxes from which candles can be made. These varieties stem from two main sources, natural and mineral, and both comprise of many different qualities and facets. Wholesale candle wax volumes are available with 800g, 5kg, 10kg and 25kg weights available. Different types of wax Natural waxes, such as vegetable wax and soy wax, have a light and creamy colour to them whilst producing a slight plant-like fragrance when burnt. Made from natural oils, such as those from the rapeseed plant and the soya bean, these waxes are a sustainable alternative to more popular paraffin waxes as they are 100% natural in origin. Soy wax is a particularly popular natural wax as its’ scent throw is far stronger than rapeseed waxes and is far less likely to trigger allergies than other forms of wax. Mineral waxes, of which paraffin is the most widely used, are made from petroleum and benefit from a very clean, odourless burn when in its purest state. White in colour and very easy…
	WicksHere at The Cosy Owl we provide a selection of wicks to suit your candle making needs, from individual 120mm wicks, fitted with wick sustainers (also known as Tabs), to those that can be customised to a size of your preference. All of our wicks are made by renowned wick producers, including one of the most popular producers ‘Wedo’ and every one of them is designed to deliver a clean, bright flame when lit. The Cosy Owl’s wick selection includes the rigid, spun cotton LX variety, ideal for paraffin wax; the flat cotton-paper TCR wick, perfect for soy or vegetable wax, as well as the paper ECO wick which burns cleanly in both varieties of wax. Each type of wick can be purchased in either its raw form or attached with wick sustainers. For those wishing to customise their own wick length and candle size, we also provide a selection of separate wick sustainers to keep your candle’s wick stable and secure.
	DyesOur wide range of candle dyes are sourced from one of the leading candle dye manufacturers in Europe. Bekro are a high quality, German based supplier which produces a staggering variety of colours and hues for you to choose from. Bekro’s highly concentrated dye flakes are easy to work with, do not alter the burn or scent of a candle and are the perfect way to add a vibrant lift to your candles. All Bekro’s beautifully vibrant colours are designed to work in all types of wax, whether natural or mineral, and only a small amount is needed to provide you with the vivid colour you want.
	Kits & BundlesNew to Craft making or simply want a gift that keeps on giving, our Craft making kits provide you with everything you need to begin making your own Homemade Candles, Soaps, Diffusers and Wax Melts right away. The Cosy Owl’s Craft making kits are a brilliant way to begin teaching yourself, or a friend. From simple first-time kits to tailor-made scent packages, our Craft making kits are the perfect stepping stone into a hobby that is both enjoyable and productive, allowing you to create your own ideal Candles, Soaps, Diffusers and Wax Melts. The Cosy Owl’s Craft making kits mean that crafting needn’t be a complex or daunting process as everything you need is provided. All you need is a kitchen and a desire to explore this brilliant hobby.	Candle Making KitsWhether you’re looking for a specific type of candle variety or design, new to candle making or simply want to a gift that keeps on giving, our candle making kits provide you with everything you need to begin making candles right away. The Cosy Owl’s candle making kits are a brilliant way to begin teaching yourself, or a friend, how to make candles and to explore the huge variety and satisfaction it provides. From simple first-time kits to tailor-made scent packages, our candle making kits are the perfect stepping stone into a hobby that is both enjoyable and productive, allowing you to create your own ideal candles. With wax, wicks, scents and additives all included, The Cosy Owl’s candle making kits mean that candle making needn’t be a complex or daunting process as everything you need to make a candle is provided. All you need is a kitchen and a desire to explore this brilliant hobby.
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	Wax Melt SuppliesA Guide to Making Autumn Wax Melts Melt the wax Add the fragrance Add the dye Pour into the moulds Repeat with different colours Read the detailed guide…
	Diffuser SuppliesHere at The Cosy Owl we provide a wide selection of high quality containers for Reed Diffusers to add a consistent and delightful fragrance to any room. Our fragrance oils provide a variety of stimulating scents and can be used in either their existing form or combined to create your own unique blended aroma. Why not have a look under our Fragrance Oils section to explore our large range of scented oils, made from natural, essential sources. For those wanting a light and sensitive bouquet, why not consider our selection of Fresh Fragrances including those providing a light aroma of linen or the natural smell of the ocean. Perhaps you might prefer a spicy, sweet or citrus fragrance oil to provide an awesome scent to your home.
	Soap Making SuppliesA Beginners Guide to Soap Making: Cut the soap into small pieces Melt the soap Add the essential oil Add the mica powder Pour into the moulds & let it set Read the detailed guide…
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				As the world-wide demand for homemade cosmetics and soap is booming, more and more crafts lovers are seeking guidance, tips and tricks to jump-start their very own business.

In terms of processes, making your own soap and/or other cosmetics can range from relatively easy to quite difficult depending on the product. Therefore, as a beginner, it’s important for you to start with the right foot by choosing a relatively basic yet entertaining formula.

That is why as the first video of our brand new “How To” YouTube series (entirely dedicated to soap and cosmetics) we have chosen a fun and easy recipe for making your very own melt and pour soap bar at home. For this series, we are very proud to launch our collaboration with the exceptional taste and expertise of Michelle at Ascent Bath & Body. So without further ado, let’s follow this thorough and fun tutorial.

 

Ingredients

	Stephenson Melt & Pour WST White Soap Base – 1kg
	1 x Honeycomb Bee Silicone Mould
	50 ml Honey Fragrance Oil
	Melting jug
	Thermometer
	Spray bottle with rubbing alcohol
	Electric weighing scale 
	Rubber spatula
	Sharp knife
	Chopping Board


 

Step 1 – Measure Up Your Soap Base

First and foremost, please prepare a pot of boiling water for your bain marie, you can either use a professional convection oven or simply use your kitchen stove. Also remember to always wear protective gloves in order to handle your material in safety. 

Now that you are ready, please remove your soap base from its packaging by pressing down the base with your thumbs and place it onto your chopping board. It’s better to break the cut down the base into smaller pieces, this way you’ll make it easier to handle and facilitate the melting process.


Our chosen mould has six cavities with a 100 grams capacity each, therefore, onto your weighing scale, measure up 600 grams of soap base.
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Step 2 – Melt Your Soap Base




Pop your leftover soap base into the original packaging and place the 600 grams for your melt & pour into the double- boiler.




We suggest keeping your temperature around 80 – 100 degrees (low to medium heat on a gas hob), but this can change depending on the size of the jug and the amount of base to melt.




Once the base starts melting, check that it doesn’t stick to the base of your jug, in which case, grab your rubber spatula and use it to break apart the pieces. Check your temperature and make sure it doesn’t go beyond the 75 degree-mark, after which it can scorch or burn.




Top Tip: If using a microwave to melt your base, heat it in short bursts of 20 to 30 seconds and gently stir after each burst.
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Step 3 – Check Your Temperature




Before adding your fragrance oil, please remember to check this guide on how to use fragrance oils, we also provide a chart that describes the flash point of each fragrance. The flashpoint is the temperature at which your fragrance will start to dissolve.




In terms of amount to add, a good rule of thumb is to use 2% of fragrance oil per amount of soap, however, if you mean to commercialise your soap, please make sure that you check our CLP labelling documents, IFRA statement, and all other health and safety data sheets beforehand. 
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Step 4 – Add Your Fragrance Oil




Now that your base has fully melted, make sure the temperature is below the flashpoint, then give it a gentle stir with your spatula, pop it onto your scale and add 12 grams of  fragrance oil. Now stir thoroughly for 30 seconds.
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Step 5 – Fill Up Your Soap Mould




Onto your weighing scale, measure out 400g of wax into the pouring jug and Because we’ve chosen a detailed mould, it’s better to start the pour off quite gently and slowly just to make sure the mould is all filled up to the top nice and evenly.
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Step 6 – Spray Rubbing Alcohol On The Soap




For this step, remember to use a spray bottle of 99% alcohol, this is important because it will allow the alcohol to evaporate almost immediately without leaving any smell or residue behind on your finished soap.




Spray an even layer of alcohol all across the mould, you should immediately see that any bubbles that previously formed on the top will dissolve. 




Leave the mould to set for at least 45 minutes.
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Step 7 – Pop Out Soap Bars From The Mould




Now that the soap has fully settled and has hardened properly, gently pull the silicone mould away from the side of the soap and press underneath to pop out the bars.




Congratulations, now you can enjoy the gorgeous details of your very first melt and pour soap bars!
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Step 8 – Pat Yourself On The Back & Enjoy!




Congratulations! You are a soap-maker now! And you can finally enjoy the gorgeous details and fragrance of your very first melt and pour soap bars!
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